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Fuzzy logic and unmanned surface vehicles
Implementing collision avoidance in Python
by Emil AURA
Autonomous vessels could potentially lower the costs of maritime shipping,
by reducing the operating costs and increasing the safety. However, one
of the greater challenges in the pursuit of completely autonomous and un-
manned vessels lies in the development of algorithms capable of making de-
cisions as safe and efficient as human operators. The purpose of this thesis is
to evaluate the use of fuzzy logic in a COLREGS compliant collision avoid-
ance algorithm, for unmanned surface vessels. A python implementation
utilizing a fuzzy logic inference system is developed and tested in simulta-
tions of maritime scenarios involving multiple vessels.
Results show the algorithm capable of avoiding collisions, although fur-
ther work is needed to make the algorithm truly COLREGS compliant and
the decisions more holistic.
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1 Introduction
Maritime shipping can be considered one of the pillars of the modern eco-
nomy. In fact it handles 90% of the worlds total trade [1]. This sums up to
roughly 1 600 000 seafarers serving on international trading merchant ships
worldwide. Recent rapid development in sensor technology and artificial
intelligence could potentially reduce the operational costs of such vessels,
by facilitating the developments of Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs). The
number of persons needed to operate vessels could thereby be reduced sig-
nificantly. Furthermore, a majority of the accidents reported between 2011
and 2016 can be linked to human erroneous actions [2]. USVs could, thus
potentially decrease both the operational costs and the number of accidents.
It is therefore of utmost interest to overcome the challenges connected
to the development of USVs. One of these challenges is the development of
algorithms to handle collision avoidance between vessels in agreement with
the rules of navigation. Various approaches have already been tried. This
thesis will further examine the use of fuzzy logic in a collision avoidance
algorithm for USVs.
1.1 Purpose
The basis for this research lies in the work done by Perera, Carvalho and
Soares [3]. However, this thesis tries to further test previous findings by
recreating the previous implementation in python instead of MatLab and
testing the algorithm in more challenging simulation scenarios than before.
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1.2 Disposition
This first chapter provides general information about the thesis along with
background information on the topic. Furthermore, it presents the pur-
pose of the thesis. Additional background information on USVs, as well
as their advantages and challenges, are presented in chapter 2. Chapter
3 explains the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea
(COLREGs) and describes different collision avoidance situations. Previ-
ous approaches to automation of COLREGs rules are presented in chapter
4 after which the theory for the fuzzy logic approach used in this thesis is
thoroughly explained in chapter 5. The implementation of the fuzzy logic
based Autonomous Navigation System and the simulation framework is
described in chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents the simulation scenarios as well
as results and evaluations of the simulations. The results from chapter 7 are
discussed in chapter 8. Finally, conclusions are provided in chapter 9.
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2 Unmanned surface vehicles
Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) or autonomous surface crafts (ASCs)
are vehicles operating the seas without a crew onboard. USVs encompass
both fully autonomous vehicles, from now on referred to as ASCs, and
semi-autonomous vehicles. Development of USVs has been ongoing for the
last two decades [4]. However, the majority of them has been of the semi-
autonomous type [5], [6], meaning that they depend on human intervention
to some extent usually by a supervisor located on shore. Although semi-
autonomous USVs greatly increase the safety of the operating personnel [5],
they do not completely remove the need for human interaction. Supervision
of several semi-autonomous vehicles can admittedly be handled by a single
person, which significantly decreases the number of person-hours needed
to accomplish a specific mission [4]. The person-hours needed for surveil-
lance could, however, be removed completely by an ASC. It is, therefore, of
great interest to overcome the challenges associated with ASCs.
Yuh, Marani and Blidberg [7] mention that roughly two-thirds of the
earth’s surface is covered by water, with an average depth of the oceans be-
ing 3688 m [8]. Thereby, adding up to a vast amount of explorable areas of
which 95 % is yet to be seen by human eyes [9]. Utilization of autonom-
ous vehicles could notably facilitate the exploration of these, yet unknown,
areas. Although ASCs are situated on the surface of the ocean they can
greatly increase the efficiency of Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) by,
for instance, acting as a gateway between UUVs and services such as GPS
not easily available in underwater environments [5].
Liu, Zhang, Yu et al. [5] have, furthermore, compiled a list of poten-
tial applications of USVs, along with previous research on the topics. The
list is divided into five major categories: scientific research, environmental
missions, ocean resource exploration, military use, and other applications.
Jokioinen [10] predict semi-autonomous remote-controlled ships to be in
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commercial use already before the end of this decade. These systems can
be used to guide vessels into harbours and other densely congested loca-
tions, while full automation can be used on the high seas.
USVs have, apart from the obvious decrease in man hours, a few other
advantages over traditional manned vessels. The absence of humans on
board means that facilities and resources such as canteens, manned bridges,
showers etc. are no longer needed. The weight saved increases the man-
oeuvrability and deployability and can also be used to increase the pay-
load the vessel is able to carry. USVs can, furthermore, conduct longer and
more hazardous voyages than manned vessels since the personnel is located
safely on land. This has the additional benefit of decreasing the operational
costs [5], [10].
Even though USVs bring many advantages to the maritime industry,
there are still quite a few challenges that need to be solved. The sensor
technology needed exists already, the challenges lie in combining the differ-
ent sensor outputs. Additionally, algorithms that generate decisions based
on the sensor data, need to be developed [10].
USVs should, furthermore, be able to operate in a highly variable en-
vironment all over the world, in terms of climate, traffic density and com-
munication channels available. Algorithms and systems developed should,
therefore, ideally be usable in all situations that might arise in this envir-
onment. This introduces new challenges both hardware- and software-wise
[5]. The limited scope of this thesis narrows the research to only the soft-
ware related challenges with a focus on collision avoidance. Complete SA
is therefore assumed.
All vessels operating on water are bound to follow the international
maritime "Rules of the Road" called the Convention on the International
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGs) explained in
section 3. This is also true for USVs since they should be able to operate
in situations that comprise both other USVs and manned vessels that fol-
low the COLREGs rules. Furthermore, they should be able to act in a safe
manner in situations where other vessels, for some reason, are not comply-
ing with the COLREGs rules. Hence, it is crucial for the USVs to follow
COLREGs to ensure safe operations.
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COLREGs were originally introduced in 1972, to reduce the number
of collisions at sea, and were meant to be interpreted by humans. Situ-
ations where multiple rules apply and contradict each other might, there-
fore, arise. These situations are usually solved with the use of good seaman-
ship and human deduction, which present challenges when translating the
COLREGs rules into computer understandable code [11].
Finally, USVs must be at least as safe as existing vessels. Currently hu-
man error seems to be the most common cause of incidents at sea [12]–[14]
and 56 % of all major collisions include COLREGs violations [15]. USVs
could, therefore, greatly reduce errors of this kind. However, new risks will
arise and proper risk analysis is therefore crucial. This raises the question
of liability. Who is liable for an accident involving USV:s [10]? Parallels
can be drawn to a recent fatal accident involving an autonomous car and a
pedestrian. The car was in autonomous mode when the accident occurred.
Although, the safety driver present in the car was not focused on monitor-
ing the car [16]. Should liability be placed on the safety driver or the car
manufacturer?
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3 COLREGs
The Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions
at Sea (COLREGs) was adopted 1972 and entered into force 1977 in its ori-
ginal form. It consists of 38 rules, grouped into five different sections and
was developed by the International Maritime Organization (IMO). The ori-
ginal objective of COLREGs was to ensure traffic separation between mari-
time vessels in an increasingly populated environment back in 1972 and it
is, therefore, sometimes referred to as the Rules of the Road for maritime
vessels. COLREGs has since then been in use and is still mandatory to ad-
here to on international waters. However, a great deal has changed since it
initially entered into force and it has, therefore, received amendments sev-
eral times [17].
National regulations might differ from COLREGs to some extent. How-
ever, COLREGs mentions that ‘Nothing in these Rules shall interfere with
the operation of special rules made by an appropriate authority for road-
steads, harbours, rivers, lakes or inland waterways connected with the high
seas and navigable by seagoing vessels. Such special rules shall conform as
closely as possible to these Rules.’ [18]
This chapter will present the different parts of COLREGs, with an em-
phasis on the parts related to manoeuvring a USV in international waters.
Information is taken from the official COLREGs [18] if not otherwise spe-
cified. Part D and E will not be discussed further since they are not of in-
terest for the scope of this thesis. Neither will rules not of interest for the
scope of this thesis, from other sections, be mentioned.
Part A consist of three rules and address general conditions when and to
which vessels COLREGs apply. This includes all vessels navigating on high
seas and all waters connected therewith. Additionally, it specifies that spe-
cial rules regarding roadsteads, harbours, rivers, lakes or inland waterways
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connected with the high seas and navigable by seagoing vessels shall con-
form as closely as possible to these Rules (Rule 1). Furthermore, words such
as vessel, power-driven vessel, sailing vessel, length, breadth, and other
words used in the regulations are defined (Rule 3). Finally, it is stated that
the COLREGs rules do not in any way free the vessel, owner, master or
crew from responsibility to follow the rules and act according to the ordin-
ary practice of seamen (Rule 2).
Part B is split up into three different sections. The first section consists of
rules 4-10 and applies in any condition of visibility. Section II (rules 11-18)
apply to vessels in sight of each other, while the last section consists of just
one rule that specifies reduced visibility operations. It states that vessels
should proceed at speeds appropriate to the circumstances and use radar to
determine collision risks. Speed should be reduced to a minimum if a vessel
can hear another vessels fog horn apparently forward of her beam (Rule 19).
Section I in part B addresses how vessels shall operate in order to en-
sure proper situational awareness with emphasis on collision risk detection.
It is mandatory for all vessels to at all times maintain proper look-out by
sight and hearing and all other available means to ensure the best possible
situational awareness and to determine if a risk of collision exists (Rule 5).
This includes the use of radar equipment although caution should be exer-
cised not to trust insufficient data. A collision is considered to be imminent
when two vessels maintain constant compass bearings to each other over a
prolonged time. However, a constant bearing is only a sufficient condition
for a collision risk, not a necessary one. Close range, large vessels or a tow
might pose a collision risk without a constant bearing. Moreover, it is stated
that any doubt whether a risk of collision exists shall be treated as if a risk
exists (Rule 7). Vessels shall, furthermore, maintain a speed so that they can
take proper and effective action to avoid a collision and stop at a distance
appropriate to the prevailing circumstances and conditions (Rule 6). Any
actions made, in order to avoid collisions, shall be taken according to the
rules and be large enough to be easily observable by other vessels. They
shall additionally as far as possible be conducted in ample time. Small al-
terations should, in other words, be avoided. Course alterations might also
be accompanied by a lowering of speed if considered necessary to ensure
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FIGURE 3.1: Mandatory navigation lights
that the vessels pass each other at safe distance (Rule 8).
Section II defines three different scenarios, involving two vessels, and
specifies the action the vessels should take. The scenarios are a head-on, a
crossing and an overtaking situation.
A vessel overtaking another vessel shall keep out of the way of the stand
on vessel. A vessel is considered to overtake another vessel when approach-
ing it from a direction more than 22.5° abaft the stand on vessels beam, i.e
with a relative bearing between 112.5° and 247.5° from the stand on vessel.
This sector is the same as the white stern light in figure 3.1 and the light red
sector in figure 3.2a (Rule 13).
A head-on situation, on the other hand, is when a vessel sees another
vessel ahead or nearly ahead, i.e. it can see the masthead lights in line
and/or both sidelights, shown in figure 3.1. A rule of thumb commonly
used is ±5° relative bearing, shown as the light red sector in figure 3.2b.
The give way vessel shall, in this case, alter its course to starboard (Rule 14).
Finally, it is stated that vessel coming from starboard, i.e right, has the right
of way in a crossing situation. This is usually interpreted as target vessels in
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the sector represented by the main vessels starboard light, green light in fig-
ure 3.1 or the light red sector in figure 3.2c. The give way vessel shall if pos-
sible avoid crossing ahead of the other vessel and, therefore, alter its course
to starboard (Rule 15). All actions by the give way vessels shall be taken as
early as possible (Rule 16). The stand on vessels shall in the meantime keep
its course and speed, provided that the give way vessel acts according to the
regulations. However, the stand on vessel might take action to best avoid a
collision if it finds that the actions by the give way vessels are insufficient
to prevent a collision (Rule 17). Responsibilities between vessels of differ-
ent types are also addressed. For instance, a power-driven vessel shall give
way for vessels engaged in fishing, vessels not under command, vessels re-
stricted in her ability to move, and finally fishing vessels (Rule 18). Part C
addresses lights and shapes. The parts relevant for the thesis are embedded
into the collision situations described above.
The described situations act as the basis for all collision avoidance de-
cisions on the high sea. Some situations might at first seem counter-intuitive,
for instance, boat 2 in figure 3.2c. COLREG rules state that vessel m shall
change course to starboard and pass behind vessel 2 even-though vessel 2 is
currently behind vessel m. However, it is crucial to remember rule 7 and the
conditions needed for a collision risk. A collision is in this case only immin-
ent if vessel 2 has a much higher speed than vessel m so that their relative
bearings remain the same over time. It is in that case intuitive for vessel m
to alter course to starboard and possible decelerate, thereby allowing vessel
2 to pass in front of her.
Moreover, regarding every target as an isolated situation might give con-
tradictory decisions in situations that include multiple target vessels. A
holistic approach to the situation must, therefore, be taken. This is called
good seamanship and is one of the greater challenges when developing a
COLREGs compliant algorithm. Good seamanship is even more important
when taking into account vessels of different kinds, terrain and economics.
A light motorboat might for instance gladly give way to a large tanker on a
tight schedule even-though the tanker is obliged to give way.
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4 Automation of COLREGS
USVs have been in development since at least 1993 when MIT started its
Sea Grant College Program, Autonomous Surface Craft (ASCs) [4]. Many
different approaches and algorithms have since then been tried out. This
section will briefly look into some of the COLREGs compliant approaches,
before finally presenting the approach upon which this thesis is based.
Larson, Bruch, Halterman et al. [19] use a two-level two-dimensional
obstacle map to create a near-field reactive control technique. One layer
for a near-field model and the other for a far-field model. COLREGs rules
are incorporated into the solution by utilizing a rule-based approach in the
path planner. The solution is made with computational efficiency in mind
so the provided trajectory is, therefore, not optimal. It is also stated that
the sensors and processing algorithm need more work. The paper does not
mention why the specific approach was chosen. However, the authors have
25 years experience with unmanned ground vehicle and mention that they
have transitioned some of their work into the USV world.
Another approach, developed by Benjamin, Leonard, Curcio et al. [11]
and Benjamin and Curcio [20], utilizes multi-objective optimization and in-
terval programming, within a behaviour based architecture. The behaviour-
based architecture was chosen since the model can be split into several in-
dependent modules which are easier to maintain and develop, than a single
complex world model. Interval programming helps solve scenarios that in-
volve multiple rules and situations where rules compete with the mission
objective. The solution has been tested with kayak-based autonomous sur-
face crafts and initial tests show promising results, but the solution cannot
yet be called COLREGS compliant.
Naeem, Irwin and Yang [21] propose a path-planner that uses line of
sight guidance between way-points. Obstacles are avoided by introducing
a starboard heading bias to the line of sight heading until clear of conflict.
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The solution is supposed to be straightforward yet effective and provide
an onboard detection and avoidance system. Which is something that, ac-
cording to the authors, many current solutions lack. The paper compares
the trajectory, produced by the proposed on-the-fly algorithm, to that of a
modified off-line DPSS strategy. Multiple simulations show that both al-
gorithms yield COLREGs compliant results. However, a simulation with
multiple dynamic targets was not conducted.
Spatio temporal reasoning has also been considered as a way to trans-
late the COLREG rules into computer understandable rules. Kreutzmann,
Wolter, Dylla et al. [22] and Wolter, Dylla and Kreutzmann [23] suggest the
use of Oriented Point Reasoning Algebra (OPRA) with m granularity to rep-
resent vessels position and relative moving direction. A qualitative spatio-
temporal reasoning toolbox is used to convert the geometric scenario con-
sisting of the vessels Cartesian coordinates into a qualitative scene descrip-
tion based on OPRA relations. The same toolbox can then generate all pos-
sible scenarios that are spatially or temporally possible. Model checking can
then be conducted on the observations to check whether the behaviour of
the involved vessels is COLREGS compliant. Spatio Temporal was chosen
in order to bridge the gap between primitive logic concepts and abstract
navigation regulations, thereby facilitating formalization of the navigation
rules.
Lee, Kwon and Joh [24] combine fuzzy logic with modified virtual force
fields to create a COLREGs compliant algorithm. The fuzzy logic rule-set
used consists of about two hundred rules, which might be computational
challenging. The authors do, however, mention that the rules-set might be
streamlined. Fuzzy logic is also used by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3]
which, furthermore uses Bayesian networks to solve cases with multiple
target vessels. The presented simulations consist of one vessel utilizing the
algorithm to avoid three dummy vessels that are keeping their course and
speed. The rule-set is in this paper also quite extensive. Fuzzy logic has
been used in several decision-making systems before, where rules written
for humans need to be interpreted by computers [3].
Both fuzzy logic and spatio-temporal reasoning with model checking
were considered to be used as the foundation for this thesis. Both enable
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rules to be written in a simple IF-THEN form, which simplify the rule veri-
fication process. Fuzzy logic was finally chosen due to the fact that the qual-
itative representation of a scenario in spatio-temporal reasoning is limited
to the definition of the calculus used, in this case, OPRA.
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5 COLREGs modeling using fuzzy
logic
The concept of fuzzy sets was first mentioned by Zadeh [25] in 1964 as a
way of dealing with sets of objects, where an objects membership to a set
can be represented by a value in the real interval [0, 1]. Compared to clas-
sic set theory where membership is restricted to the two values of one and
zero. Fuzzy logic enables one to define sets such as "old men" or "vessels on
reciprocal course" [25], which facilitates the process of converting human
abstract reasoning into computer understandable logic.
5.1 Fuzzy sets
The fuzzy set "all old men" can be defined in the following way. Let the
universe set X be the set of ages [0, 100]. The set of old men can then be
written as A∼ = {a ∈ X|a Is old} [26]
However, the set requirement ’Is old’ is still undefined and therefore
vague. Defining the threshold of being old at an age of 60 does divide the
universal set X into subsets of ’old’ and ’not old’, but the division does not
distinguish between humans aged 1 and 59. Fuzzy set theory introduces
the concept of membership functions, to solve this problem. A Fuzzy Mem-
bership Function (FMF) describes the grade of membership of a in A∼ . This
function is often written as µA∼
(a). Figure 5.1a shows a very simple linear
FMF for the example A∼ = {’Is old’}, with age on the X-axis and member-
ship grade in Y. It can then be read that, for instance, an age of 90 gives a
membership value of 0.8 for the fuzzy set A∼ or µA∼(90) = 0.8. Similar fuzzy
sets and FMFs can then be defined for ’Is young’: C∼ = {c ∈ X|c Is young}
and ’Is middle-aged’: B∼ = {b ∈ X|b Is middle-aged}. The FMFs can then be
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plotted on the same graph which results in figure 5.1b [27]. This enables an
age to be a member of two fuzzy set simultaneously. For example, the age
60 is part of both the ’Is old’ and ’Is middle age’ fuzzy sets, with membership
values of 0.2 and 0.8 respectively.
A fuzzy set can then be written as an array of tuples consisting of the
objects and its associated membership value: A∼ =
{
(x, µA∼
(x)|x ∈ X)
}
[28],
which gives:
A∼ = {(0, 0)(10, 0), . . . , (50, 0), (60, 0.2), (70, 0.4), (80, 0.6), (90, 0.8), (100, 1)}
for the ’Is old’ fuzzy set A∼ in figure 5.1a [27].
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(A) Fuzzy membership function for A∼ ={’Is old’}
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FIGURE 5.1: Graphical representations of FMFs
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5.2 Fuzzy logic
Fuzzy sets and set theory can, in the same manner as classical boolean sets,
be used to define logical expressions. Fuzzy logic allows for half-truths,
i.e. truth values in the interval [0,1]. Whereas boolean logic is restricted to
truth values of one and zero. The truth value T of a fuzzy proposition P is,
therefore a mapping from [0,1] to the universe T, as can be seen in equation
5.1 [27].
T : u ∈ U → (0, 1) (5.1)
The truth value of proposition P is therefore given by the membership grade
µA∼
(x) of x in A∼
Many of the operators and connectives used in classical logic do also ap-
ply to fuzzy logic [27]. This section presents the operators and examples
necessary for the scope of the thesis using the sets ’Is old’ A∼ and ’Is middle-
aged’ B∼ defined in section 5.1.
Negation is in fuzzy logic defined as T(P∼) = 1− T(P∼)). This can be used
to calculate the membership value of the age 90 in the negation to the ’Is old’
fuzzy set A∼ in the following way: µA∼
(90) = 1− µA∼(90) = 1− 0.8 = 0.2.
With the result that an age of 90 has a membership value of 0.2 in the ’Is not
old’ fuzzy set A∼
A disjunction (P∼ ∨Q∼ : x is A∼ or B∼) can be defined as T(P∼ ∨Q∼) =
max(T(P∼), T(Q∼
)). An example using the age sets could be ’is old or middle-
aged’ for the age of 60, which gives max(µA∼
(60), µB∼
(60)) = max(0.2, 0.8) =
0.8.
Conjunction (P∼ ∧ Q∼ : x is A∼ and B∼) follows the same pattern as disjunc-
tion but with min instead of max: T(P∼ ∧ Q∼) = min(T(P∼), T(Q∼)). An ex-
ample using the same values as above will thus be min(µA∼
(60), µB∼
(60)) =
min(0.2, 0.8) = 0.2.
Finally, implication (P∼ → Q∼ : x is A∼ , then x is B∼) is slightly more dif-
ficult to define in fuzzy logic. This is because implication can be defined
in multiple ways in classical logic, all of which are equivalent. However,
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these are not equivalent in fuzzy logic since the law of absorption of nega-
tion does not hold. Classical material implication would define it as: T(P∼ →
Q
∼
) = T(P∼ ∨ Q∼) = max(T(P∼), T(Q∼)) [29]. However, implication can also be
written in rule-based form P∼ → Q∼ is, IF x is A∼ , THEN y is B∼ which is equi-
valent to the fuzzy relation R = (A∼ × B∼) ∪ (A∼ × Y∼) in the same way as
in classical logic. To which Zadeh has defined the following membership
function [29]:
µR∼
(x, y) = max[µA∼
(x) ∧ µB∼(y), (1− µA∼(x))] (5.2)
Although, fuzzy logic has multiple other implication operators and choos-
ing the right one is often context dependent. This thesis uses Mamdani’s
implication (equation 5.3), since it is one of the most common ones used in
control systems due to its simplicity [27]. However, Mamdani’s implication
does not strictly extend the material implication since 0 → 0, though it is
still useful in rule-based systems where rules with a false antecedent should
be disregarded.
µR∼
(x, y) = min[µA∼
(x), µB∼
(x))] (5.3)
5.3 Fuzzy (rule-based) systems
Fuzzy logic can be used to model complex systems described in natural
language, originally written to be interpreted by humans. Such knowledge
can often be written as rules in the following form [27].
IF premise (antecedent), THEN conclusion (consequent) (5.4)
Combining multiple rules enables one to describe complex systems in a re-
latively simple structure. Rules can, furthermore, contain multiple ante-
cedents and consequents. However, this raises the question of how mul-
tiple antecedents, as shown in rule 5.5, can be decomposed into a single
antecedent and the rules aggregated into a single consequent [27].
IF x is A1∼
and A2∼
. . . and AL∼
THEN y is Bs∼
(5.5)
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Conjunctive antecedents can be rewritten as a new fuzzy set
As∼
= A1∼
∩ A2∼ ∩ · · · ∩ AL∼
with the membership function
µAS∼
(x) = min
[
µA1∼
(x), µA2∼
(x), . . . , µAL∼
(x)
]
Rule 5.5 can then be rewritten as
IF AS∼
THEN BS∼
Disjunctive antecedents can similarly be written as
As∼
= A1∼
∪ A2∼ ∪ · · · ∪ AL∼
µAS∼
(x) = max
[
µA1∼
(x), µA2∼
(x), . . . , µAL∼
(x)
]
The same principle can be applied to find the overall consequent when mul-
tiple rules apply. Conjunctive rules where both consequents must be ap-
plied can be found by the fuzzy intersection of all the rule consequents.
Whereas disjunctive rules use the fuzzy union of the rule consequents.
5.4 A fuzzy logic model for COLREGs
Antecedents consequents and rules are needed in order to make a fuzzy
system for a COLREGs compliant autopilot. The model used in this thesis
is created by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3] and has four antecedents, two
consequents and an extensive rule set of nearly 200 rules. The antecedents
used are the relative bearing to the target vessel, the relative course of the
target vessel, the distance between the vessels, and the ratio between the
vessels speeds. The main vessels relative bearing is divided into ten sets.
These resulting sectors represent the different sets in the relative bearing
universe [0°, 360°]. The relative course of the target vessel is, likewise, di-
vided into eight sectors, which represent sets in the relative course universe
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[0°, 360°]. The distance universe consists of three sets, representing radii
from the main vessel, called RA, RB and RVD. RVD is the vessel domain into
which other vessel shall not enter. RA and RB depict the area around the
main vessel in which other vessels are detected. RA is used when the main
vessel is the give way vessel and RB when it is the stand on vessel. A graph-
ical representation of the bearing, range and course sectors can be seen in
figure 5.2. The bearing sets are marked as sectors (I-X) around the main ves-
sel, course set as sectors a-h around the target vessel and finally range as
circles around the main vessel. The final antecedent, speed ratio = VtargetVmain ,
consists of three sets: < 1,≈ 1 and > 1. Visualizations of the antecedent
FMFs, as well as their distribution in their corresponding universes, can be
seen in figure 5.3 and consequent FMS in figure 5.4.
Finally, a rule set is needed to connect the antecedents with the con-
sequents. The rule set used for this thesis is based on the rules, seen in
table A.1 developed by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3]. A few rules have
furthermore been added to handle overtake scenarios. These can be seen
in table A.2. Each row in the tables depicts a rule in the FIS system. The
table consists of four columns. The first column represents the main ves-
sels relative bearing to the target vessel. The columns values go from I-X
which, represent the ten sectors around the main vessel in figure 5.2 and the
FMFs seen in figure 5.3a. Column number two represents the target ves-
sels relative course given in values from a-h which correspond to the eight
sectors around the target vessel in figure 5.2 and the FMF in figure 5.3b.
Columns three and four are both split up into two sub-columns. The main
column represents the range intervals. Ranges are defined from the fuzzy
sets RA, RB and RVD mentioned earlier. The third column represents ranges
RVD − RA and the fourth RA − RB. The first sub-column displays the rules
speed ratio and the second sub-column consequents of the rule.
An analysis and optimization of the values used to specify the FMFs
and the rules in the rule set are unfortunately outside of the scope of this
thesis. The values are therefore used as specified in previous research [3],
with the exception of a few added rules to ensure collisions avoidance when
one vessel is overtaking another. It can, therefore, be seen as a modelling of
the COLREG rules and not an axiomatic solution.
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FIGURE 5.2: Mathematical representation of the inputs to a FIS for a
two vessel collision situation [3].
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(A) Relative bearing of the target vessel from
the main vessel
(B) Relative course of the target vessel to the
main vessel
(C) Speed ratio target vessel/main vessel (D) Distance between the main vessel and the
target vessel
FIGURE 5.3: Antecedent FMFs
(A) Course change of the main vessel (B) Speed change of the main vessel
FIGURE 5.4: Consequent FMFs
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5.5 Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method
This thesis will, as mentioned in section 5.2, use the Mamdani implication
operator in its Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Mamdani’s method was chosen
since it is the most common one in practice literature [27].
This section explains Mamdani’s method by going through an example
based on the model presented in section 5.4. The example uses a scenario
where two vessels are located in a 2 dimensional 10*10 NM Cartesian co-
ordinate system.
Vessel A starts at coordinate (0; -4.5) with heading 0°, speed 5 kts and rate
of turn 2° per second.
Vessel B starts at coordinate (-4.5; -4.5) with heading 203°, speed 10 kts and
rate of turn 2° per second. The initial state of the scenario is depicted in
figure 5.5
1000 750 500 250 0 250 500 750 1000
1000
750
500
250
0
250
500
750
1000
A
Heading: 0
Speed: 5
B
Heading: 203
Speed: 10
FIGURE 5.5: Initial state of the example scenario
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A FIS can be said to consist of six steps [30]:
1. Rule determination
2. Input fuzzification
3. Combination of antecedents
4. Obtain consequences
5. Aggregate consequences
6. Defuzzification
This example will use a subset of the rules used in the real system. The
rules used are:
Rule 1 IF target in sector II AND relative course is in sector f AND speed ratio
is greater than 1 AND range is Rvd OR Rb OR Ra
THEN change course to starboard AND decrease speed.
Rule 2 IF target in sector II AND relative course is in sector e AND speed ratio
is greater than 1 AND range is Rvd OR Rb OR Ra
THEN keep course AND increase speed.
Next, the crisp values, gained when applying the model presented in
section 5.4 on the scenario in figure 5.5, are fuzzified. The target vessel is
located in sector II with a relative bearing of 26.7°, which results in a mem-
bership value of 1 in sector II. This is visualized in figure 5.6a by the red line
starting from the x value 26.7° meeting the orange curve representing sector
II at a y value of 1.
The same principle is applied to the three other inputs: relative course,
distance, and speed ratio. Distance and speed ratio will also, in this case,
yield membership values of 1, for the fuzzy sets distance Ra and speed
ratio>1. However, the relative course of 203° is located in the fuzzy area
between sector 2-e and 2-f which results in membership values of 0.4 and
0.6 respectively, as shown in figure 5.6b by the red arrows. The horizontal
line meets the purple e curve at Y value 0.4 and the brown curve at Y value
0.6.
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(A) Bearing antecedent (B) Relative course antecedent
FIGURE 5.6: Fuzzified antecedent FMFs for the example scenario
The membership values gained for the individual antecedents can then
be combined using the AND and OR operators specified in the rule set. This
results in the following calculations.
Rule 1: min(1; 0.6; 1; max(0; 0; 1)) = 0.6 (5.6)
Rule 2: min(1; 0.4; 1; max(0; 0; 1)) = 0.4 (5.7)
These values represent the grade to which the given scenario satisfies
the antecedents of the rules. Mamdani’s inference method can then be used
on each rule to obtain the consequent value by taking the minimum of the
antecedent value, from the previous step, and the consequent. The result is
the original consequent FMF with its top cut of at the antecedent value for
the rule, calculated in the previous step. The result can be seen in figure 5.7a
as the green area under the starboard curve and in figure 5.7b as the blue
area under the decrease curve since rule 1 has change course to starboard and
decrease speed as consequents. The same procedure applies to rule two which
has keep course and increase speed as consequents. The coloured areas are
therefore under the orange keep curve in figure 5.8a and the green increase
curve in figure 5.8b
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(A) Course change of the main vessel (B) Speed change of the main vessel
FIGURE 5.7: Consequent FMFs for rule 1 after applying Mamdani’s
inference method
(A) Course change of the main vessel (B) Speed change of the main vessel
FIGURE 5.8: Consequent FMFs for rule 2 after applying Mamdani’s
inference method
The result is two consequent curves for each rule, one for course change
and one for speed change. These need to be combined into two final curves
to be able to calculate the final course and speed corrections. This is achieved
by combining each rule consequent by their maximum values. In this case,
the green and orange areas in figures 5.7a and 5.8a are combined to generate
figure 5.9a while the blue and green areas in figures 5.7b and 5.8b generate
figure 5.9b.
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(A) Course change of the main vessel (B) Speed change of the main vessel
FIGURE 5.9: Combined Consequent FMFs for the example scenario
Finally, the fuzzy sets gained from the previous step need to be conver-
ted into a crisp numerical value that can be used by the autopilot. This
process is called defuzzification and is in this case achieved by calculating
the geometrical centre value along the x-axis for the FMFs in figures 5.9b
and 5.9a. The results are a +15.5° course change and a -1.7 kts speed change.
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6 Implementation
The objective of this thesis has been to implement and evaluate a collision
avoidance algorithm for USVs. Several related approaches were analysed
before the fuzzy logic approach presented by Perera, Carvalho and Soares
[3], was chosen. The solution presented in the original paper is implemen-
ted in MATLAB, while the solution presented here is implemented in Py-
thon. Python was chosen due to the writer’s previous knowledge of the
language as well as the availability of fuzzy logic python libraries. The lib-
rary used in this implementation is called SciKit-Fuzzy [31].
6.1 The fuzzy inference system
SciKit-Fuzzy provides a simple application programming interface to set up
a FIS. This section will describe the process setting up a simple FIS that cal-
culates salary based on age and the number of previous jobs, instead of the
complicated navigation model. Fuzzy sets for age are set up in the same
way as in 5.1, but with age ranges more appropriate for the example. The
sets are therefore young = 18 - 35 years, middle-aged = 30 - 50 years, and old
45-65 years. Additionally, job and salary sets are introduced. Line 4-6 in list-
ing 1 initializes the universes for the different fuzzy sets. These are 18-100
for age and 0-10 for jobs, both with a step of 1. Age and jobs act as ante-
cedents in the FIS and the initialization call is therefore to ctrl.Antecedent
Salary goes from 1500-10000 with steps of 500 and acts as consequent and
is therefore initialized with ctrl.Consequent. The numbers used are made up
for the sake of the example.
Next, the membership functions are initialized in lines 7-15. The age
sets are defined on lines 7-9 as described above. Three different job sets
are defined: few (<3), medium (2-6), and many (>5). The salary sets are low
(1500 - 2500), medium (2000-7000), and high (<6000). All sets are initialized
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using fuzz.trimf which produces a triangular membership function. The
resulting FMFs are visualized in figure 6.1
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(A) Age antecedent
(B) Jobs antecedent
(C) Salary consequent
FIGURE 6.1: FMSs used in example FIS
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Next, the following rules are defined, on lines 16 -21, to connect the ante-
cedents with the consequents:
Rule 1 IF young OR few jobs THEN salary is low
Rule 2 IF middle-aged AND few jobs THEN salary is low
Rule 3 IF middle-aged OR medium amount of jobs THEN salary is medium
Rule 4 IF middle-aged AND many jobs THEN salary is high
Rule 5 IF old OR many jobs THEN salary is high
Finally, the rules are passed to the Control System on line 25 and
ctrl.ControlSystemSimulation is called to complete the FIS initialization.
The system is now ready to take input and calculate an output based on the
rule set specified. An example using age = 35 and jobs = 1 is input on lines
25-28 and the output printed on lines 30-32. The example outputs a salary
of 4157.
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1 import numpy as np
2 import skfuzzy as fuzz
3 from skfuzzy import control as ctrl
4 age = ctrl.Antecedent(np.arange(18, 100, 1), 'age')
5 jobs = ctrl.Antecedent(np.arange(0, 10, 1), 'jobs')
6 salary = ctrl.Consequent(np.arange(1500, 10000, 500), 'salary')
7 age['young'] = fuzz.trimf(age.universe, [18, 18, 35])
8 age['middle aged'] = fuzz.trimf(age.universe, [30, 40, 50])
9 age['old'] = fuzz.trimf(age.universe, [45, 65, 65])
10 jobs['few'] = fuzz.trimf(jobs.universe, [0, 0, 2])
11 jobs['medium'] = fuzz.trimf(jobs.universe, [1, 4, 6])
12 jobs['many'] = fuzz.trimf(jobs.universe, [5, 10, 10])
13 salary['low'] = fuzz.trimf(salary.universe, [1500, 1500, 2500])
14 salary['medium'] = fuzz.trimf(salary.universe, [2000, 5000, 7000])
15 salary['high'] = fuzz.trimf(salary.universe, [6000, 10000, 10000])
16 salary.view()
17 rules = []
18 rules.append(ctrl.Rule(age['young'] | jobs['few'], salary['low']))
19 rules.append(ctrl.Rule(age['middle aged'] & jobs['many'], salary['high']))
20 rules.append(ctrl.Rule(age['middle aged'] | jobs['medium'], salary['medium']))
21 rules.append(ctrl.Rule(age['middle aged'] & jobs['few'], salary['low']))
22 rules.append(ctrl.Rule(age['old'] | jobs['many'], salary['high']))
23 navigation_ctrl = ctrl.ControlSystem(rules)
24 fis = ctrl.ControlSystemSimulation(navigation_ctrl)
25 age = 35
26 jobs =1
27 fis.input['age'] = age
28 fis.input['jobs'] = jobs
29 fis.compute()
30 print("Age: " + str(age))
31 print("Jobs: " + str(jobs))
32 print(fis.output['salary'])
LISTING 1: FIS initialization
6.2 Architecture
This section presents the high-level structure of the implementation with
help of the class diagram seen in figure 6.2. Each class and their interactions
will be briefly presented.
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FIGURE 6.2: Class diagram
6.2.1 Classes
Each simulation scenario consists of at least one vessel. The vessels are rep-
resented by the Vessel class. The current state of the vessel is represented by
the ShipState class which also contains the Position class. Furthermore, each
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vessel needs a navigation system, which is represented by the Autonom-
ousNavigationSystem class. The classes are more thoroughly presented in
the following subsections.
Vessel
Vessel is the main class and the class with which the simulation script inter-
acts. It contains, apart from the previously mentioned AutonomousNaviga-
tionSystem and ShipState an id and a method to calculate its position in the
next time frame. A new vessel object is created with the following call:
1 Vessel(id, heading, position_x, position_y, speed, max_speed,
2 rate_of_turn, fuzzy_inference_system, auto_pilot)
This constructor call specifies the ID for the vessel as well as its initial po-
sition, speed and heading. Furthermore, it defines the vessels maximum
speed and rate of turn. The two final parameters specify the fuzzy inference
system to use and whether the vessel shall use the navigation system. Set-
ting the final boolean to false creates a rogue vessel that will just keep its
initial speed and heading, thereby not complying with the COLREG rules.
The Vessel class has only one method, which calculates the vessels position
in the next time frame after applying possible corrections to heading and
speed.
Position
The position class simply holds the vessels current coordinates in the Cartesian
coordinate system used.
ShipState
ShipState holds information about the state of the vessel in the current time
frame. This includes the vessels current position, heading and speed. The
simulation does not distinguish between course and heading since no drift
is simulated. Furthermore, limits such as maximum allowed speed and
standard rate of turn are specified in this class. Finally, the class holds meth-
ods to change the ships heading by the specified standard rate of turn or
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1 rel_course = observed_vessel.shipstate.heading - shipstate.heading
2 if rel_course < 0:
3 rel_course = 360 + rel_course
LISTING 2: Relative course calculation
speed by 0.2 kt for acceleration and 0.7 for deceleration, until the next time
frame.
AutonomousNavigationSystem
The AutonomousNavigationSystem class from now on referred to as ANS
is what separates an autonomous vessel from an ordinary vessel. The ANS
combines the information from the ShipState class with situational aware-
ness information provided by a separate Situational Awareness (SA) mod-
ule, in order to calculate needed corrections to speed and course.
The SA is in this simulation case represented by a service that holds all
the information regarding the current scenario. A real system would have
a SA module that reads and processes information from different sensors,
such as LiDAR and cameras, on board the vessel. Information needed about
a target vessel is its heading, speed, and position. These are used to calcu-
late the four different inputs to the FIS system. Listing 3 shows the method
used to calculate the relative bearing passed into the FIS system. The com-
pass bearing is first calculated from the two provided coordinate pairs after
which the result is converted into a relative bearing. The relative course is
then calculated as the target vessels heading - the own vessels heading, as
shown in listing 2. Distance can be obtained by using the Pythagorean the-
orem on the differences between the vessels in the X and Y axis. Finally,
speed ratio is defined as Speed of the target vesselSpeed of the main vessel .
These inputs are passed into the FIS system, for each target vessels, and
the recommended corrections presented by FIS are stored in an array. The
expected time until the collision for each target vessel is also calculated.
Knowing the distance between the vessels, their relative velocity is needed
to calculate the time. Equation 6.1 shows the relative velocity calculation,
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based on the law of Cosines. V stands for velocity, θ for heading, the sub-
script m for own vessel and t for target vessel.
Vr =
√
V2m +V2t − 2VmVtcos(θm − θt) (6.1)
The previous calculations result in speed and course correction sugges-
tions, as well as an expected time until collision, for each target vessel. How-
ever, these recommendations might contradict each other and a way to pri-
oritize the corrections in order of urgency is therefore needed. This is solved
in a simple manner by calculating the weighted arithmetic mean of the cor-
rections using the expected time until collision as weight. The resulting
correction is then stored in ShipState as target heading.
Finally, the heading and speed of the vessel are updated in the following
manner. The vessels are steered towards the proposed heading change by
a maximum of the vessels defined maximum rate of turn. The speed is
similarly changed towards the proposed speed by a maximum of one knot.
No proposed correction by the FIS means that the vessel is currently not in
a scenario that satisfies a rule in the rule set. However, a previous correction
suggestion might still not be completed due to the vessels limited rate of
turn, acceleration or deceleration. The vessel will, therefore, continue to
change its current heading and speed towards the saved target until current
and target are the same. The target is then gradually changed towards the
original until they are the same. The vessel should ultimately steer back to
its original track instead of course. However, this is out of the scope for this
thesis. The process is visualized in figure 6.3.
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FIGURE 6.3: Flow chart explaining application of heading and speed
corrections
6.3 Simulation
The goal of the implementation is to simulate a real-world situation with
respect to time, speed, acceleration, and rate of turn while neglecting en-
vironmental factors such as weather. The simulation is therefore limited
to two dimensions in a Cartesian coordinate system. The interval between
time frames in the simulation is set to correspond to one second in the real
world. Each iteration of the main simulation loop must, therefore, update
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the vessels SA by scanning the environment for target vessels. The informa-
tion gained is then passed to the FIS which calculates the course and speed
corrections used to update heading and speed as explained in section 6.2.1.
The efficiency and quality of the output of the FIS system are to a large
degree dependent on the FMFs. Designing correct FMFs and rules to use in
a FIS is an extensive mathematical project on its own. The FMFs used in this
thesis are, therefore, based on parameters previously developed by Perera,
Carvalho and Soares [32]. All FMFs are in the form of isosceles trapezoids,
i.e. trapezoids with legs of equal length. The values used are represented
in the tables in 6.1. The values in the tables from and to columns represent
the x values for the midpoint of the trapezoid legs. The fuzziness of the
FMF is then defined as the range of the projection of the leg on the x-axis.
The fuzziness for the FMFs are 5° for relative bearing and course as well as
course change; 0.3 NM for range ; 0.5 kts for speed ratio and 1 kts for speed
change.
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TABLE 6.1: Parameters for the FMFs used
Relative bearing
FMF intervals
Identifier from [°] to [°]
I 355 5
II 5 85
III 85 95
IV 95 175
V 175 185
VI 185 211
VII 211 265
VIII 265 275
XI 275 329
X 329 355
Relative course FMF
intervals
Identifier from [°] to [°]
a 337.5 22.5
b 22.5 67.5
c 67.5 112.5
d 112.5 157.5
e 157.5 202.5
f 202.5 247.5
g 247.5 292.5
h 292.5 337.5
Range FMF inter-
vals
Identifier from [NM] to [NM]
RVD 0 1
RB 1 4
RA 4 10
Speed factor FMF
intervals
Identifier from to
< 1 0 0.8
≈ 1 0.8 1.2
> 1 1.2 5
Course change FMF
intervals
Identifier from [°] to [°]
P -40 -10
Keep -10 10
SB 10 40
Speed change FMF
intervals
Identifier from [kts] to [kts]
Decrease -10 -2
Keep -2 2
Increase 2 10
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7 Evaluation
Five scenarios are defined in order to test the ANS in multivessel situations.
However, a simple crossing scenario is first shown to test the algorithm in a
basic COLREGs situation. Ideas for the other scenarios are from ACTS Plus
Project Consortium [33]–[36], with a few minor modifications. All scenarios
are set in high visibility on the high sea.
7.1 Crossing scenario
FIGURE 7.1: Crossing scenario
The first scenario depicts a simple crossing situation where two vessels are
on perpendicular courses. The vessels start approximately 14 NM from each
other with a speed of 10 kts as seen in figure 7.1. The vessels maximum
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speed is set to 12 kts and maximum rate of turn 3° per second. The two
vessels are to collide in origo if no corrections are made to either course or
speed. COLREGs rule 15 stipulate that vessel (A) that has the other vessel on
its starboard side in a crossing situation should alter its course to starboard,
thereby, avoiding passing in front of the other vessel (B).
FIGURE 7.2: Crossing scenario
Figure 7.2 shows the scenario when both boats are guided by the FIS sys-
tem. The numbers on the vessels tracks are printed every thousand seconds,
which equal 16 minutes and 40 seconds and help to compare the vessels po-
sitions at given time frames. These numbers will from here on be referred
to with bold numbers.
It can be seen that both vessels continue along their original paths until
vessel A reaches 1, at which point the distance to vessel B has shrunk to 10
NM and the algorithm becomes aware of the target vessel. Vessel A will at
this point initiate a starboard turn of 24° to pass behind vessel B as specified
in COLREGs. Vessel A will then follow headings suggested by the ANS
until 2.7 where vessel B is no longer considered a threat, i.e. no rule in the
FIS applies, after which it steers back to its original heading. Vessel B will
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during the whole scenario be the stand on vessel and, therefore, keep its
course and speed.
The ANS suggestions are exactly as described in the COLREGS docu-
ments for this case. The manoeuvre is initiated at a distance of 10 NM,
which can be regarded as ample time (Rule 8). The correction is, further-
more, large and therefore clearly visible to the other vessels involved.
7.2 Overtaking and head-on scenario
FIGURE 7.3: Overtaking and head-on scenario [36]
This scenario defines a three vessel scenario, where two vessels are meeting
on reciprocal courses. One of the vessels is, furthermore, overtaking a third
vessel on the stand on vessels starboard side. A visualization of the scenario
is shown in figure 7.3. Vessels A and B starts on reciprocal tracks 20 NM
from each other, while B and C start abreast 5 NM from each other. A, B,
and C has a maximum speed of 15 kts. A and B start at 12 kts while C is
slightly slower at 10 kts. Maximum rate of turn of all vessels is set to 3° per
second.
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Vessels A and B are obliged to alter their courses to starboard to prevent
a head-on collision (Rule 14). Moreover, vessel B shall keep out of the way
of C and in no circumstance alter its course so that it becomes a crossing
vessel to C (Rule 13). All corrections shall furthermore be ample, so that it
is recognizable by the other vessel, and taken as early as possible (Rule 16)
[36].
ACTS Plus Project Consortium [36] suggest that vessel A should alter
course to starboard and pass ahead of vessel C, to avoid a collision.
FIGURE 7.4: Overtaking and head-on scenario
The same initial scenario with the ANS enabled can be seen in figure
7.4. Vessels A and B are the first vessels to make alterations to their initial
states. Both initiate starboard turns at 1.5 to avoid colliding head-on. Vessel
B continues on that course for the rest of the scenario, while vessel A steers
back to its original course at 3 when it has passed vessel C. Vessels C and
A will at 1.8 accelerate since they both have each other in sector II with a
relative course in sector e and are therefore in a head-on situation.
The ANS simulation does not result in the same manoeuvres as recom-
mended by ACTS Plus Project Consortium [36] since vessel A is passing
between the two other vessels instead of ahead of vessel C. This might to
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some extent be due to the spacing between the vessels on the X-axis at the
start of the scenario. A 5 NM spacing was chosen since the Rb radius is set
to 4 NM. The vessels were able to pass each other at safe distance, but the
solution involves more vessels making alterations to their courses than the
recommended one. The speed alterations could also be considered unneces-
sary. The speed alterations come directly from the rule-set and can therefore
probably be improved by fine-tuning the rules. However, the amount of al-
terations, stems from the fact that vessel A starts its first one at 1.5, when
vessel C is still outside of its range and therefore unknown to vessel A. Ves-
sel A will become aware of vessel C at 1.8, when vessel C has already passed
from sector I to II, and vessel A will, therefore, accelerate instead of turning
further to the right.
The solution presented in figure 7.4, although different from the one re-
commended by ACTS Plus Project Consortium [36] succeed in keeping the
vessel from colliding. All course changes are additionally, correct according
to the COLREG rules. The speed changes are however, accelerations instead
of decelerations as described in rule 8.
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7.3 Overtaking and crossing scenario 1
FIGURE 7.5: Overtaking and crossing scenario 1 [35]
The three following scenarios all depict scenarios where vessels A and B are
in an overtaking situation while C crosses both their paths. C crosses A and
Bs paths with a 45° angle in the first scenario (figure 7.5). A starts at (-5, -6),
B at (0, -9) and C in (9, 8). A and B has an initial heading of 0° while C start
with a heading of 235°. The speeds of the vessels are set to ensure that C
will collide with both vessels if no corrections are applied. Moreover, the
speed of B must be greater than the speed of A since B is overtaking A. The
vessels initial speeds are, therefore: A = 2 kts, B = 7 kts and C = 7.6 kts. The
maximum speeds of the vessels are 10, 15 and 20 kts respectively. Maximum
rate of turn of all vessels are set to 3° per second.
Rule 13 and 16 apply to this scenario in the same way as the previous
one, with the exception that the vessels involved in the overtaking situation
is vessel A and B instead of B and C. This implies that B shall keep out of the
way of A (Rule 13), while A shall keep its course and speed (Rule 17).
Additionally, both A and B are crossing Cs path with a risk of collision.
This means that A and B should alter their courses to starboard and avoid
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passing in front of C (Rule 15). Vessel C shall, meanwhile, keep its course
and speed. This results in contradictory obligations for vessel A, where it
should keep its course and speed for B and simultaneously keep out of the
way for vessel C.
ACTS Plus Project Consortium [35] suggest the following manoeuvres
for vessel A and B in accordance with the ordinary practice of seamen: Both
vessels might alter course to starboard and, thereby, pass behind vessel C.
Alternatively vessel A may reduce speed or make a 360° turn to port, while
vessel B reduces speed, makes a 360° to starboard or alters its course to
starboard.
FIGURE 7.6: Overtaking and crossing scenario 1
The recommendations by the ANS matches the ordinary practice of sea-
men quite well for this scenario. Vessel A chooses to slow down and alter
its course slightly to starboard, while vessel B alters its course to starboard.
Thus vessel A made two corrections instead of one as recommended. The
vessels manage to keep a safe distance and none of the stand on vessels are
forced to alter their courses. Vessel C keeps its original heading and course
during the whole simulation. A visualization can be seen in figure 7.6.
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7.4 Overtaking and crossing scenario 2
FIGURE 7.7: Overtaking and crossing scenario 2 [34]
The next scenario, visualized in figure 7.7, differs from the previous only in
that B and C are not at risk of collision since Bs speed is decreased to 4 kts.
This means that B has no obligations to alter its course to starboard to avoid
C as in the previous scenario. All other rules from the previous scenario do
apply and vessel A is, therefore, still in the contradictory situation where it
shall both keep course and speed for vessel B and alter course to starboard
to avoid vessel C.
The following actions by vessel A solve the situation in accordance with
the ordinary practice of seamen. It might either slow down, make a 360
degree turn to port or alter course to starboard and pass in front of vessel B
if time permits.
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FIGURE 7.8: Overtaking and crossing scenario 2
This scenario is almost identical to the previous with the exception that
there is no risk of collision between vessel B and C. These vessels should,
therefore, ideally not make any alterations to their courses. However, vessel
A has to avoid vessel C, which is coming from starboard. Figure 7.8 shows
how vessel A both alters course and slows down as in the previous scenario,
which causes vessel B to also alter its course to starboard to avoid vessel A.
This manoeuvre by vessel B is completely unnecessary since vessel As speed
is significantly lower than B’s and a collision is, therefore, not imminent even
thought vessel A turns towards vessel B.
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7.5 Overtaking and crossing scenario 3
FIGURE 7.9: Overtaking and crossing scenario 3 [33]
The last scenario depicts a similar scenario as the previous two, with two
vessels in an overtaking situation while a third cross their paths. The scen-
ario is visualized in figure 7.9. Vessel A starts at (0, -10), vessel B at (3.6, 5)
and C at (10, 0). The two vessels involved in the overtaking situation, that
is A and B, start with a heading of 0° while C starts with a 270 heading in
order to cross the two other vessels paths perpendicularly. A and C start at
a speed of 10 kts while B starts at 15 kts. All vessels have a maximum speed
of 20 kts and a maximum rate of turn of 3° per second. The same rules apply
as in the two previous rules, but the manoeuvring space for vessels A and B
is slightly more limited due to the angle which C approaches on.
Vessel A is also in this scenario in a situation where two rules contradict
each other. It shall keep course and speed for vessel B while simultaneously
avoiding vessel C. Vessel C shall keep course and speed for both vessel B and
A. Finally, vessel B shall keep out of the way of vessel A and alter course to
starboard to avoid vessel C.
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One of the following actions is recommended to avoid collisions [33].
Both vessels might alter their course to starboard and pass behind vessel
C to avoid a collision. The action must, however, be initiated by vessel B.
Alternatively vessel A might either reduce speed or make a 360-degree turn.
The turn must be initiated early if made to starboard. Vessel B must at the
same time also reduce speed, make a 360° turn to starboard or alter course
to starboard to avoid colliding with vessel C
FIGURE 7.10: Overtaking and crossing scenario 3
The ANS simulation starts out as described above with vessels A and B
altering courses to starboard to pass behind vessel C. Additionally Vessel A
slows down while vessel B accelerates. The two vessels avoid each other
exactly as described by ACTS Plus Project Consortium [33], apart from the
extra speed changes. However, the alterations made by vessel B to avoid
void vessel C and A make the distance between vessel B and A shrink to
under Rb, which forces vessel C to alter its course to port and decrease its
speed. This causes vessels B to steer towards vessel C, thereby increasing
the collision risk between the two vessels and breaking the COLREG rules.
However, it could be argued that the initial placement of the vessels does
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not correspond to a normal situation since vessel B and C start at a distance
less than Ra and therefore have limited manoeuvring space.
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8 Discussion
The goal of this thesis has been to further examine the work of Perera,
Carvalho and Soares [3], regarding the use of fuzzy logic to facilitate col-
lision avoidance amongst USVs. The previous research presents successful
results in basic multi vessel situations at sea. However, only one of the ves-
sels featured in the scenarios of that paper uses FIS to navigate. The other
vessels are dummy vessels that keep their speed and course for the whole
scenario. The contribution of this thesis would, therefore, be to test the us-
age of a FIS based ANS in scenarios where multiple vessels use it. Such
scenarios put the vessels in situations where they are simultaneously sup-
posed to give way and stand on and thereby has to prioritize the actions
suggested by the ANS. An average weighted on expected collision time is
used to prioritize the FIS recommended actions, rather than Bayesian net-
works, as suggested by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3].
The results of the simulations presented in section 7 show that the FIS
based ANS manages to prevent collisions in all of the scenarios. Although
the corrections made by the vessels were not always in accordance with the
ordinary practice of seamen. For instance, the scenarios depicted in figures
7.4 and 7.10 show vessels accelerating although the COLREG rules only
mention decreasing the speed as a proper response in case of an impend-
ing collision. This can to some extent be blamed on the configuration of
the FIS, i.e the antecedents and consequents, as well as the rules, specified.
The previously mentioned example stems from a rule with acceleration as
a consequent. The FIS configuration is in other words crucial to the qual-
ity of the ANS system. The possibility to simply define rules was one of
the reasons why fuzzy logic was initially chosen for this thesis since such
a system would enable people with navigation expertise to verify the rules
even though they do not understand the underlying technology. This would
potentially facilitate the process to certify the algorithm as safe. However, a
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large rule-set and multiple inputs might quickly become difficult to compre-
hend since the change in one rule might have implications on how another
vessel acts in certain scenarios. This situation is further complicated by the
fact that the parameters would have to be adjusted to suit the particular ves-
sel type the ANS system is a part of. Additionally, different rule sets would
probably have to be designed for different situations. The scenarios in this
thesis are all set on the open sea, while many of the COLREG rules specify
more specific situations. This could result in quite large rule-sets, that might
be tedious to verify and maintain.
Another issue that needs to be considered is the way the current system
defines visible target vessels. This becomes particularly evident in figure
7.5, where vessel B reaches vessel A’s RA slightly before vessel C. This res-
ults in vessel A accelerating instead of turning further to the right. This situ-
ation could possibly be improved by redesigning the range FMF so that the
membership value increases gradually as the vessels approach each other.
The current FMF goes from zero to one as the target vessel passes RA. In-
creasing the fuzzy area of the FMF past RA with a gradual decrease towards
zero could potentially increase the vessels SA, thereby enabling it to make
better decisions.
Furthermore, some of the corrections suggested by the ANS could be
considered unnecessary. For instance vessel B’s course change in figure 7.8.
COLREGs rule 7 state that a collision is imminent when two vessels have
constant compass bearings over a prolonged time, which is not the case in
figure 7.8. The current system lacks this kind of comparison between the
current situation and a previous instance and is, therefore, unable to comply
with 7. This might lead to unnecessary corrections and could potentially
trigger chain reactions between USV’s in range of each other.
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9 Conclusions
Successful development of USVs able to safely navigate among both other
USV and ordinary manned vessels could, apart from being safer, decrease
the operational costs of the maritime shipping industry significantly. How-
ever, collision avoidance systems for USVs can be implemented in a variety
of ways. The purpose of this thesis has been to evaluate the FIS based col-
lision avoidance algorithm presented by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3],
[32], by reimplementing it in python and increasing the complexity of the
tested simulation scenarios. Furthermore, an analysis of the COLREG rules
and the fuzzy logic elements used in the algorithm was made in order to
reimplement the algorithm and develop a simulation framework.
Both the research by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3], [32] and this thesis
prove that the developed FIS based ANS do manage to avoid collision between
USVs in basic COLREG situations. However, the more complicated scen-
arios reveal a few limitations in the algorithm. The decisions made by the
algorithm will, for instance, not always follow the ordinary practice of sea-
men and could, therefore, confuse the crew of manned vessels. Mostly due
to the fact that the current implementation only analyses the present situ-
ation and is, therefore, unable to make decisions based on comparison to
previous states.
An initially appealing aspect of the fuzzy logic based solution was the
ability to write the navigation logic as IF-THEN based rules, thereby facil-
itating verification of the algorithm by people not familiar with the under-
lying logic. However, designing a maintainable and efficient rule-set could
prove complicated. For instance, most of the non-COLREGs compliant cor-
rections suggested during the simulations stem from poorly defined rules.
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9.1 Further work
The two major limitations found during the evaluation are, as stated in the
previous section, the rule-set and the algorithms inability to make decisions
based on a holistic model of the situation. Further analysis of the rule-set
and its corresponding antecedents and consequents is, therefore, needed to
ensure safe decisions in all situations. Moreover, improvements should be
considered to ensure that the decisions made by the ANS follow the ordin-
ary practice of seamen. This improvement includes both rule changes as
well as an upgrade to the way multi-target situations are prioritized. Fi-
nally, the system needs to be incorporated into a full ANS with real SA and
navigation modules for further testing and simulations.
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A Fuzzy Inference system rule set
TABLE A.1: Rule set for a COLREGs compliant fuzzy infer-
ence system [3]
Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
I d <1 <1
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
e <1 SB <1 SB
≈ 1 SB ≈ 1 SB
>1 SB >1 SB
f <1 <1
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
II e <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1 Acc
>1 Acc >1 Acc
f <1 <1
≈ 1 SB, Dec ≈ 1 SB, Dec
>1 SB, Dec >1 SB, Dec
g <1 <1
≈ 1 SB ≈ 1 SB
>1 SB >1 SB
III f <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1 Acc
>1 Acc >1 Acc
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
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Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
g <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1 Dec
>1 Dec >1 Dec
h <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1 Dec
>1 Dec >1 Dec
IV g <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1 Acc
>1 Acc >1 Acc
h <1 <1
≈ 1 P, Dec ≈ 1 P, Dec
>1 P, Dec >1 P, Dec
a <1 <1
≈ 1 P, Dec ≈ 1 P, Dec
>1 P, Dec >1 P, Dec
V h <1 <1
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
a <1 <1
≈ 1 P ≈ 1 P
>1 P >1 P
b <1 <1
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
VI a <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
b <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
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Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
c <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1
>1 Acc >1
VII a <1 <1
≈ 1 SB ≈ 1
>1 SB >1
b <1 <1
≈ 1 SB, Dec ≈ 1
>1 SB, Dec >1
c <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
VIII b <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
c <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
d <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1
>1 Acc >1
IX c <1 <1
≈ 1 P ≈ 1
>1 P >1
d <1 <1
≈ 1 P, Dec ≈ 1
>1 P, Dec >1
e <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1
>1 Acc >1
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
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Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
X c <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
d <1 <1
≈ 1 Dec ≈ 1
>1 Dec >1
e <1 <1
≈ 1 Acc ≈ 1
>1 Acc >1
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
TABLE A.2: Rules regarding COLREG rule 15 added to the
rule set developed by Perera, Carvalho and Soares [3]
Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
I a <1 SB <1 SB
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
h <1 SB <1 SB
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
b <1 SB <1 SB
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
II a <1 P <1 P
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
X a <1 SB <1 SB
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
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Bearing Course Range(RVD − RA) Range(RA − RB)
Speed ratio Decision Speed ratio Decision
≈ 1 ≈ 1
>1 >1
SB= Starboard P= Port Empty decision = No change
Acc = Accelerate Dec = Decelerate
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B Python Code
1 def theta_to_nav(theta):
2 heading = theta + 90
3 heading = heading - theta * 2
4 if heading > 360:
5 heading = heading - 360
6 elif heading < 0:
7 heading = heading + 360
8 return heading
9 def compass_to_relative(compass, heading):
10 x = compass - heading
11 if x < 0:
12 return x + 360
13 else:
14 return x
15 def calculate_initial_compass_bearing(pointA, pointB):
16 if (type(pointA) != tuple) or (type(pointB) != tuple):
17 raise TypeError("Only tuples are supported as arguments")
18 if pointB[0] > pointA[0]:
19 x_diff = abs(pointA[0] - pointB[0])
20 else:
21 x_diff = -abs(pointA[0] - pointB[0])
22 if pointB[1] > pointA[1]:
23 y_diff = abs(pointA[1] - pointB[1])
24 else:
25 y_diff = -abs(pointA[1] - pointB[1])
26 initial_bearing = math.atan2(y_diff, x_diff)
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27 initial_bearing = math.degrees(initial_bearing)
28 initial_bearing = theta_to_nav(initial_bearing)
29 compass_bearing = (initial_bearing + 360) % 360
30 return compass_bearing
31 def cartesian_coords_to_compass(main_vessel, observed_vessel):
32 main_observed = calculate_initial_compass_bearing(
33 (main_vessel.position.x
34 main_vessel.position.y),
35 (observed_vessel.position.x,
36 observed_vessel.position.y))
37 return main_observed
38 def cartesian_coords_to_relative(main_vessel, observed_vessel):
39 main_observed= cartesian_coords_to_compass(main_vessel,
40 observed_vessel)
41 main_observed = compass_to_relative(main_observed,
42 main_vessel.heading)
43 return main_observed
LISTING 3: Methods used to calculate the relative bearing
from a ship to another from their heading and Cartesian co-
ordinates
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Svensk sammanfattning
Introduktion
Maritim frakt kan ses som en av grundpelarna i den moderna ekonomin,
eftersom upp till 90% av dagens frakt går sjövägen [1]. Den senaste tidens
stora framsteg inom sensorteknologi och artificiell intelligens har väckt in-
tresset för utveckling av obemannade fartyg. Dylika fartyg skulle potentiellt
kunna minska de operationella kostnaderna för maritima operationer och
samtidigt minska antalet olyckor [2], [4]. Det är därför av yttersta intresse
för den maritima industrin att överkomma de utmaningar som obeman-
nade fartyg för med sig. En av dessa utmaningarna är att få fartygen att
följa nuvarande sjöfartsregler. Denna avhandling evaluerar användningen
av suddig logik som bas till en algoritm för kollisionsundvikande till sjöss
enligt de internationella sjövägsreglerna (Konvention om de internationella
reglerna till förhindrande av sammanstötning till sjöss, 1972) [18].
Obemannade fartyg
Utvecklingen av autonoma fartyg har redan pågått i flera decennier och fle-
ra olika metoder samt algoritmer har utvecklats och evaluerats. Majoriteten
av projekt har dock resulterat i semi-autonoma fartyg. Semi-autonoma far-
tyg innebär att en person kan övervaka ett flertal autonoma båtar från land
och fjärrstyra dem vid behov. Det betyder att fartyg kan byggas utan en be-
mannad brygga, duschar, kantin och andra dylika faciliteter som krävs om
människor skall vistas ombord under längre tider. Operationella kostnader-
na kunde emellertid minskas ännu mer ifall fartygen kunde göras totalt au-
tonoma och inte kräva en övervakare. För att klara detta krävs algoritmer
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med samma beslutsfattningsförmåga som de mänskliga operatörerna. Den-
na avhandling koncentrerar sig på beslut angående kollisionsundvikande
och antar därför att det autonoma fartyget har full situationsmedvetenhet.
De internationella sjövägsreglerna
Alla fartyg som navigerar på öppna havet och alla vatten tillknutna därtill
är tvungna att följa de internationella sjövägsreglerna. Detta gäller också
autonoma fartyg. Reglerna är dock skrivna 1972 och för att tolkas av män-
niskor, vilket medför utmaningar när dessa skall tolkas av maskiner.
De internationella sjövägsreglerna är uppdelade i fem delar, varav de-
larna ett till tre är av intresse för denna avhandling. Längden av detta sam-
mandrag tillåter dessvärre inte mer än en genomgång av de regler som är
essentiella för kollisionsundvikande, nämligen reglerna 7-17. Dessa defini-
erar kriterierna för vad som klassas som kollisionsrisk samt rekommende-
rade hastighets och kursändringar vid kollisionsrisk. Vidare specificeras tre
scenarion och fartygs roller och obligationer i scenariot i fråga. Scenarier-
na är upphinnande, stäv emot stäv och skärande kurser. Vid upphinnande
skall fartyget med högre fart ändra sin kurs och passera det andra fartyget
på endera babord eller styrbord sida. I ett stäv mot stäv scenario skall bägge
fartyg korrigera sin kurs till styrbord. Slutligen skall i ett scenario med skä-
rande kurser fartyget med det andra fartyget på styrbord sida, korrigera sin
kurs mot styrbord. I samtliga scenarier är det andra fartyget ålagt att hålla
sin kurs och hastighet [18]. I verkligheten är oftast flera fartyg inblandade i
dessa situationer och fler regler kan därför vara aktiva samtidigt. I sådana
situationer krävs ett helhetsbeslut baserat på gott sjömanskap, vilket är en
utmaning för autonoma fartyg.
Suddig logik
Suddig logik utvecklades av Zadeh [25] 1964 och är en gren av logik där
propositioner kan vara delvis sanna. Sanningsvärden kan således vara alla
reella tal från 0 till 1. Detta för att enklare kunna efterlikna mänskans ab-
strakta resonemang. Det är därmed möjligt att definiera mängder så som
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långa personer där objektets medlemskapsvärde beror av hur mycket perso-
nens längd avviker från det normala [26]. Graden av medlemskap för a i
den suddiga mängden A∼ bestäms av den suddig medlemskapsfunktionen
µA∼
(a). Figur 5.1a visar en enkel suddig medlemskapsfunktion för mängden
gamla personer. En ålder av 90 år ger i detta exempel medlemskapsvärdet 80.
Suddig logik möjliggör modellering av komplexa system, som vanligtvis
är beskrivna med naturligt språk och skrivet för att tolkas av människor.
Dylika system kan ofta beskrivas med regler av följande form :
OM premiss , SÅ slutsats (B.1)
Modell för de internationella sjövägsreglerna
Denna avhandling baserar sig på en tidigare utvecklad modell av Perera,
Carvalho och Soares [3], [32]. Modellen består av ca 200 regler, som i sin tur
har fyra premisser och två slutsatser var. Premisserna är relativ bäring från
huvudfartyget till målfartyget, målfartygets relativa kurs, distansen mellan
fartygen och förhållandet mellan deras hastigheter. De suddiga medlem-
skapsfunktionerna för premisserna och slutsatserna visualiseras i figurer-
na 5.3 och 5.4. I denna avhandling används Mamdanis slutledningsmetod
för att räkna ut ett numeriskt värde för slutsatserna utgående från regel-
verket, de suddiga medlemskapsfunktionerna och premissernas numeriska
värden.
Implementering
För att evaluera användningen av suddig logik vid kollisionsundvikande
utvecklades ett suddigt slutledningssystem samt ett ramverk för att simu-
lera situationer som beskrivs i de internationella sjövägsreglerna. Bägge är
implementerade i Python. Slutledningssystemet använder sig av python-
biblioteket SciKit-Fuzzy [31] för uträkning av kurs och hastighetsändringar
utgående från de för tillfället rådande premisserna. Simuleringen utspelar
sig i ett tvådimensionellt kartesiskt koordinatsystem där fartyg represente-
ras av punkter med kurs och hastighet. Varje fartyg har definierade gränser
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för max hastighet, svängradie, acceleration och retardation. Ett tvådimen-
sionellt koordinatsystem valdes eftersom simuleringen inte tar i beaktan-
de väderfenomen. Simulationen uppdateras med en sekunds intervall, var-
på korrektioner för kollisionsundvikande appliceras och fartygens position
uppdateras enligt deras momentanhastighet och kurs. Eftersom situationer
kan innefatta fler fartyg och därmed fler regler krävs ett system för att pri-
oritera korrigeringsförslagen. I denna avhandling görs detta med hjälp av
viktat aritmetiskt medelvärde. Medelvärdet av alla korrigeringar viktas en-
ligt tid till kollision, baserat på distansen mellan fartygen och deras relativa
hastighet.
Evaluering och slutsats
För att testa systemet för kollisionsundvikande konstruerades fem olika sce-
narier. Fyra av dessa involverar tre fartyg medan det första endast involve-
rar två fartyg på skärande kurser. Av de fyra andra scenarierna är tre av
typen upphinnande och skärande, i vilket ett fartyg hinner upp ett annat
samtidigt som ett tredje fartyg korsar dess väg . Det sista scenariot visar en
situation där ett fartyg hinner upp ett annat samtidigt som ett tredje far-
tyg möter det upphinnande fartyget stäv mot stäv. Scenarierna baserar sig
på scenarier från ACTS Plus Project Consortium [33]–[36]. Simulationer av
scenarierna visar att systemet tar beslut i enlighet med internationella sjö-
vägsreglerna vid enkla situationer som endast innefattar en regel. Kollision
undveks också i de scenarier som involverade fler fartyg och därmed regler.
Kurs och hastighetskorrigeringarna var däremot inte alltid i enlighet med
sjövägsreglerna. Figurerna 7.4 och 7.8 visar att fartygen ökat hastigheten för
att undvika kollision, medan sjövägsreglerna endast nämner sänkning av
hastigheten som en lämplig korrigering. Vidare kan konstateras att anta-
let korrigeringar ofta blir onödigt högt eftersom systemet inte klarar av att
ta beslut baserat på en fullständig helhetsbild. Onödiga korrigeringar kan
förbrylla manskap vid bemannade fartyg och autonoma system ombord på
andra fartyg.
Felaktiga korrigeringar så som hastighetsökning istället för sänkning kan
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till viss mån bero på dåligt specificerade regler. I detta fall är hastighetsök-
ning med som slutsats i ett flertal regler i regelverket. Syftet med denna av-
handling var dock endast att evaluera en befintligt lösning och ändringar i
regelverket är därför utanför dess omfattning. Möjligheten att definiera kla-
ra OM-SÅ regler, var emellertid en av orsakerna till att just denna algorithm
valdes för evaluering. Vidare forskning är dock nödvändig för att revidera
regelverket och möjligtvis premisserna.
Slutligen konstateras att ytterligare utveckling krävs för att garantera att
korrigeringsförslagen är i enighet med gott sjömanskap för att undvika tve-
tydigheter. Detta innefattar både revidering av regelverk och bättre han-
tering av situationer som innefattar fler än två fartyg. Ytterligare testning,
gärna integrerat med riktiga moduler för navigering och situationsmedve-
tenhet, ses också som nödvändigt.
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